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Introduction 

The key developments in ICT are the trend 
towards cloud computing and towards the Internet of 
things; both complex environments will have to 
interact in a secure way.  These developments impact 
the future research agenda in cryptology, as 
explained below.  

In the area of cryptographic algorithms, the main 
challenge is to push the limits for high speed 
performance in the cloud and to optimize the energy 
and footprint for the Internet of things.  An important 
challenge is the creation of highly efficient and robust 
algorithms for authenticated encryption.  For a limited 
number of applications long term security is required; 
in order to push the lifetime of current public key 
systems beyond 30 years, a sustained research effort 
is needed on novel algorithms (post-quantum 
cryptography).  The most appropriate way to achieve 
these goals is through open international 
competitions that stretch over multiple years.  Such 
competitions also require the development of 
common tools for the evaluation of the security and 
performance of cryptographic algorithms. 

Advanced cryptographic protocols are needed to 
support privacy and user control in the cloud and in 
the Internet of things; as these two worlds need to 
interoperate, key goals are the development of 
functional encryption, the distribution of secrets to 
avoid single points of failure, the optimization of 
dedicated multiparty protocols and the development 
of novel protocols based on tamper resistance.  
Cryptography has a key role to play in the 
developments of privacy-by-design, and this in 
applications such as metering, subscriptions, 
information sharing and data retrieval.   A particularly 
challenging and high-impact application is e-voting. 

Creating cryptographic implementations that are 
secure and efficient is extremely challenging.   In this 
area there is a need for foundational research 
combined with the development of advanced tools.  
Novel technologies such as Physical Unclonable 
Functions (PUFs), whitebox cryptography should be 
further explored, as they have a high potential for 
particular contexts. 

Global context 

The worldwide cryptographic community consists 
of several thousand researchers. Typically, around 
1,600 are members of the IACR, the International 
Association for Cryptology Research; this not-for-
profit association sponsors the seven top conferences 
and workshops in the field; and an additional 7-10 
events are organized each year in cooperation with 
the IACR.  The IACR also publishes the prestigious 
Journal of Cryptology, the leading journal in its field.   

European researchers play a central role in this 
organization and it is fair to state that European 
researchers take a very strong position 
internationally; the ECRYPT and ECRYPTII networks 
of excellence have played a central role in 
strengthening this position. In several fields, such as 
symmetric cryptology, novel public key algorithms, 
lightweight cryptography, cryptanalysis, cryptographic 
hardware, cryptographic software for embedded 
systems, and secure implementations, European 
researchers are internationally leading. However, 
cryptographic standardization is mostly driven by US, 
as the key bodies are NIST and IETF.  In addition, 
one can observe that in both the US and Asia (China, 
India, Japan, Korea, Singapore) there is a substantial 
increase of funding in this strategic area; these 
developments will make it harder for European 
researchers to remain competitive.  The emergence 
of cloud computing has also strengthened the impact 
of US industry on the global processing and 
protection of data.  

Recommendation 

The fast developments in the area of cryptology 
require a long term research effort to maintain and 
strengthen the leading position of the European 
academic and industrial world.  Cryptology plays a 
strategic role in the security of our society, as 
cryptology defines who controls and accesses 
information and devices; this is essential for 
protecting the privacy of the European citizens and 
the transparency and efficiency of markets.  

As the developments of cloud computing and the 
Internet of things are global developments, there is 
also a strong need for international collaboration on a 
strategic research agenda in cryptology.  

The full presentation can be found at http://www.bic-
trust.eu/files/2012/04/3-Preneel.pdf 
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